
If you are looking for the absolute best value in wide-plank engineered flooring with a super durable finish and exceptional 
specifications, this collection is for you. Named after the elegant Beverly Hills city, these floors offer a luxurious look and 
feel that will elevate any space. Impressively wide 9-1/2 inch planks are finished with Urethane with Aluminum Oxide in 
a number of rich, modern colors. With a thick 4 mm wear layer and lengths beyond 7 feet, get the Beverly Hills aesthetic 
without the Beverly Hills price, with this incredible collection.

WIDTH 9-1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 7 feet 2-1/2 inches

GR ADE Select Character (ABCD)

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

SURFACE TEX TURE Light Wire-Brushed

WEIGHT PER BOX 45 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 22.74 sq ft 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

MATCHING PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS SPECIAL ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN FLOATING NAIL/STAPLE
(GLUE ASSIST)

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

RODEO DRIVE

REXFORD

WALDEN

CANON

BURTON WAY

HILLCREST

The Ovation line of Garrison floors represents a new 
generation of stunning engineered hardwood flooring 
that pushes the boundaries of what is possible with rich, 
contemporary colors at competitive price points that 
cannot be beat and a reputation that cannot be matched.

Stylish. Modern. Innovative. 

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that 
flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts 
no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

SCAN WITH PHONE FOR
MORE INFO & VISUALIZER


